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Violence reigns supreme in action thrillers
NEW YORK (CNS) - Doug Quaid
(Arnold Schwarzenegger) is beset by
mysteries in "Total Recall" (Tri-Star),
which is set in 2084.
Total strangers are trying to kill him, he
has dreams about being on Mars with another woman, his devoted wife suddenly
attacks him, and he discovers a completely
different identity is buried in his subconscious. To learn who he is, he journeys
to Mars.
There, among the mutants and rebels, he
meets his dream woman (Rachel Ticotin)
and together they try to evade the killers
and his wife (Sharon Stone), who have
pursued him and are actually agents for
Mars' ruthless tyrant, Cohaagen (Ronny
Cox). Unless Quaid can remember the
secret trapped in his mind that will lead to
the dictator's downfall, he will be killed —
or worse — re-programmed to his original
identity as Cohaagen's right-hand man.
Director Paul Verhoeven's dazzling action thriller deftly blends taut editing, chilling sound effects, gruesome makeup and
overwhelming special effects, but the
result drowns in a tidal wave of bloodshed.
Human life warrants no respect in this
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From the opening scene in director
Walter Hill's film when two law officers
and a bartender are brutally shot to death in
close-up shots, the violence reigns
supreme.
Although the movie is billed as an actionrcomedy, there is little to laugh at in
this scenario of betrayals, tough talk and
constant killings. *
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The funeral Directors listed herein offer pre-need and at-need services and counseling in accordance with the Catholic faith.
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